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why this guide and how to use it

The purpose of this document is to
define the basic elements of our identity
system and provide reference to help
the people who develop Smooth
understand what is necessary to build
the solid visual identity of the company.
This guide is there to ensure the
visual representation of Smooth
is kept aligned with its purpose,
values and direction.
This guide will help define Smooth’s
graphic position and signature
throughout the various media and its
different usage. These clear guidelines
are meant to assist, but not limit you in
the creation of various contents; to help
building a global brand.
The strength of Smooth’s visual identity
is simple and easy, with accents of
playfulness, all designed to make
the experience smooth.
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philosophy

Section 1 - Philosophy
In this section, we explain the brand
philosophy including our mission, vision
and values. We also descibe the voice
we wish to have and the way we wish to
speak.
The pages in this section are very
important to understand because
they reflect Smooth’s core. Our vision,
mission, values and voice are the base
of all our work and everything we do
must reflect those concepts.
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The Smooth spirit
an experience

the mission

the vision

our values

The Smooth experience is meant to be
easy, fun, playful, effective.

Our mission is to transforms the
realm of employee training by offering
a smooth technological shift
to businesses.

Smooth Technologies will change the
way we look at employee training and
business training.

At Smooth Technologies, teamwork
is prioritized. We believe that it is
by working together that we will
accomplish the most, in a synergic way.

Smooth will revolutionize the business
training world as we know it by offering
a new prestige experience with cutting
edge technologies. It’s the pinnacle of
what employees can expect
from training.

We are bringing employee training to
a next level; one that is easy, fun, and
most importantly, effective.

We believe that it is when we are having
fun that we accomplish the greatest
things. Fun is therefore the perspective
we work towards.
We work with people first and foremost.
Respect is undeniable at Smooth
Technologies: respect of our word and
expectations, the privacy and integrity
of individuals as well as businesses, and
most and for all, in our way to work with
and communicate with people.
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Our voice
our personality

Who we are as a brand
and how we act
serious

We deal with very serious matter
here, let’s not forget that. Although
we are playful and are here to make
the learning experience fun and easy,
our goals needs to be taken seriously.
Becausewe believe what we do matter.
fun

It is when we are having fun that we
realize the greatest things. If it’s no fun,
something is wrong. Find it. Change it.

clean

Whatever we do, we do it well. Each
choice we take must be thoughtful. We
must keep it simple, but strong.

our tone

How we communicate and interact
with the world
easy

We believe that when it look easy,
it usually means everything works
together. Things at Smooth should look
easy. If it seems complicated, there is
probably too much useless information.
Clean it up first, then it will be easy...
and smooth.
human

This company was built by humans, for
humans. So when we speak, we speak to
you. From one human being to another.

inspiring

But realistic. We truly believe that
together we can accomplish great
things.
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Section 2 - Visual Identity

In this section, we describe the logo, it’s
appropriate usage and color variations,
we describe the smooth colors and our
typography and how they fit with our
philosophy. In other words, these are
the basic choice that will make Smooth
look smooth.
That’s the part you should always go
back to (because even us did it while
building this document). Be aware
of these basic and ever so important
choices.

smooth technologies
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Our logo
the smooth logo

Recognizable, techy, trendy, clean, the logo is meant to evoke simplicity,
yet strength.
The halo visually resembles a VR headset. It represents the link between technology
and companies, and the bridge between the two that we offer. Only the halo is
colored because it is where the magic happens.
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logo color variations

light backgrounds

This is the preferred - full color,
primary logo. It may be used on pale
backgrounds. Make sure visibility is not
compromised by the background. If so,
please see the following page.

Primary logo - monochrome
For printing in black and white, please
use the monochrome logo.
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logo color variations

dark backgrounds

Primary logo - on black
When visibility of the full color primary
logo is compromised because of a dark
background, please use the pure white +
colored halo logo.

Primary logo - monochrome on black
For printing on dark support
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logo color variations

smooth’s gradient background

When placing the logo on Smooth’s
gradient background, please use
the white outline logo. Please note
Technologies, Inc. is full white.

Smooth Technologies
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spacing & sizing

A distance of one halo should always
be respected around the smooth
logo. Please note the calculation is
made around the letter S-M-O-O-T-H,
excluding the Technologies, Inc.
The logo should not be shown at a size
smaller than 1 inch wide in the real
world and 100 pixels in the digital world.
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the smooth halo

The smooth halo has it’s own
personality. It’s represent
strength, solidity, fluidity,
and most importantly, fun.
The halo can be seen in it’s
entirety or partly. It can be full
white, white outlines or gradient.
The grey halo, as seen with the
monochrome logo, should only
be used for printing purposes as
it is lacking personality and vibrance.
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the smooth halo

The halo can be used in various angles
to create various shapes.
On a light background, the colored
halo should always be used.

Like the Smooth Link,
and the Love Pretzel.

And on a gradient background, it is the
white halo and the white outline halo
that should be used.
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usage on backgrounds

Here are some examples of how
the logo should be used on various
backgrounds.
On light backgrounds:
The grey and color logo should be used.
This version of the logo should always
be prioritized.

On light black and white backgrounds:
The grey and color logo should be used.
This version of the logo should always
be prioritized.

On dark black and white backgrounds:
If the visibility of the grey letters is
compromised by the darkness of the
background, the white and colored logo
should be used.

On colored backgrounds:
The color gradient halo should never be
placed on a colored background. You
should therefore use the full white or
full grey logo.
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misuses

In case you had one of these ideas...

Do not distort the logo.

Do not superimpose the gradient
colored halo on the gradient
colored background.

Do not compromise the visibility of the
logo with the background.

Do not use different colors for the logo.

Do not use the colored halo on a colored
background.

Do not modify the size of the halo, or
any letters as a matter of fact.

Do not modify the opacity of the logo.

Do not use the outlined logo in any color
other than white.
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Our colors
#59595c
R89 G89 B92
C64 M56 Y52 K27

main colors and gradients

The main colors used at Smooth
Technologies
#c0079c
R192 G7 B156
C22 M99 Y0 K0

#ffffff
R255 G255 B255
C0 M0 Y0 k0

#8102d3
R129 G2 B211
C63 M87 Y0 K0

#ff0b65
R255 G11 B102
C0 M100 Y34 K0

#e00981
R224 G79 B129
C0 M100 Y5 K0

#6200ee
R98 G0 B238
C73 M82 Y0 K0

#a104b8
R161 G4 B184
C46 M94 Y0 K0
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the greys

Backgrounds should be mostly white.

Using Smooth Grey #3 for background is
accepted.
Smooth’s gradient can be used as
background for contrast with light
backgrounds only, like in this guide.

Buttons should be in Smooth Grey #3.

It is the same color as the background of
this brand guide.

icon

Icons that are not colored

should be using Smooth Grey #2.
Like the X here.

button
text

background

Text should always be written in dark

grey. Let’s call it Smooth Grey #1.
For example, text in this brand guide is
written in Smooth Grey #1. Just like the
text in this example on the right.

Smooth Grey #1
#59595c
R89 G89 B92
C64 M56 Y52 K27

Smooth Grey #2
#c8ccd7
R200 G204 B215
C21 M15 Y9 k0

Smooth Grey #3
#f4f4f4
R244 G244 B244
C3 M2 Y2 k0

White
#ffffff
R255 G255 B255
C0 M0 Y0 k0
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color usage

Smooth’s colors really pop. They should
be used discreetly, with moderation and
consideration.
When using colors, the gradient shoud
be prioritized. If for reason of visibility,
or design hierarchy, you wish to use
solid colors, please use the 2 colors at
the extreme of the gradient: that is the
pink and the purple.
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open sans

is like the voice

of written words.
so we chose the

OPEN SANS as our voice.

We find it simple, easy to read in various sizes and various contexts
(printed, online, in apps, in VR of course, etc.). It looks a little techy,
yet simple and accessible. And it has many variations available!

caps

chore text
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Our type
the open sans family

usage

titles and headlines

chore text

Open Sans is a sans-serif typeface
created by Steve Matteson in 2011,
commissioned by Google. The font has
been created to be legible as much on
the web than on mobile app or printed
material. It offers a total of 10 variations,
from light to bold, including italic.
Please prioritize the regular, medium
and semi-bold typeface, but we never
know when other options will be
necessary, so we are prepared.

Typography is an important aspect
of a brand voice. It contributes to
consistency of the brand image without
people even knowing it most of the time.
The typography chosen is simple yet
bubbly and fun, and most importantly,
legible across various media and size
platform. Smooth uses primarily the
regular, medium and semi-bold in our
design.

Use the Open Sans Semi-Bold font for
titles and headlines like the big title on
this page right above here. Titles must
be much bigger than the rest of the
text in the page.

Use the Open Sans Regular font
for body of texts like this one
right here.

subtitles

buttons

use the open sans bold in small caps for

Use the Open Sans Medium font
for buttons.

subtitles. all special character’s height
should be adjusted to the caps height.

Please note, a variation in the voice is fine, but let’s try to be consistent.
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example #1 text hierarchy

Because seeing it with your
own eyes is so much better.

Headline
Semi-bold, 60 pts (72 pts)

Sub-headline
Medium small caps, 24 pts (28.8 pts)

Text body
Regular, 14 pts (16.8 pts)

Text is Left justified.

Make it Smooth
etur? qui ipicienihil idestios volesti aturest,
ea non es mos et repudae vid que cupi.

At utem doluptibus dolupta tissequis et, quidipsania volorem aut officiist voluptassi
omnia dis ut dolectia qui dunt et fuga. Ut et eaquatur at alis erum et moditatis
doluptatis core con eum fuga. Met andestiis net mo blab inulles pra ipitiori si quo
to omnisim illabor re odis nesto modit am, inveri nus essi omnihicim sime corepe
nit et am verro ommolor poribeat. Uciae que volutem porisquatis esedit apid
quuntiateste rest ulpa dellor reriam lique nit, tem di nonsed elia ipienita idellaciis
parum que volorum eate eosto eium et mos vel et eost, cor as ulluptam rem.
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Sub-headline/buttons
Medium, 16 pts (19.2 pts)

example #2 user interface

Because seeing it with your
own eyes is so much better.
Title
Semi-bold, 25 pts (30 pts)

Sub-headline/buttons
Medium, 20 pts (24 pts)
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Section 3 - Contextualization

In this section, we describe how the
ideas written in the previous sections
can be used in the real outside
world. We will see the icon style used
throughout the user interfaces
of our apps, what’s behind our
app design, photo and other visual
representation, stationery and other
cool things. We believe this section will
grow with the company.
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Our symbols
Symbols are universal language. In our
education system platform, symbols are
appreciated for their efficiency. They
should be simple, easy, fun and clean.
Oh, and also colored with our gradient.
The app background should be white.
Because it is much smoother like that.

profile

level completed

settings

documents

notifications

back

accomplishments
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Our app designs
Again, efficiency must be our focus
when working on our app design. The
design should be straightforward. The
less menus and the less written words
the better.
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in game menus

As explained in our color section,
we highly suggest using a white
background. In terms of placement
within space, let’s give some breathing
space around the main elements.
In game menus are a compilation
of our color, typography and symbol
guidelines.
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inspiring

clean

teamwork
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Our smooth look
photography

Photos are like our visual voice.
A wise someone once said that an image
is worth a thousand words. We believe
it to be true.
As much as the final result is important,
the creative process also is. Because
your intent, your state of mind and the
way you work affect the photos much
more than we could imagine.
Before each photo session, make sure
you are aware of the key values
you want to translate by your pictures.
As a reminder, here are our the most
important values:
Fun, Respect and Teamwork.

inspiring

clean

teamwork

We should feel inspired when looking at
the photos. To achieve that, you could
show people:
- in action
- having a positive attitude
- having fun
- and things should look easy

The photo should be clean. That is, the
photographic work must be of a high
technical quality: well composed, well
lit, and devoided from useless
elements around the subject.

Never forget that it’s by working in a
team that we achieve the most. You will
likely be photographing your subject,
learn to work with them ! Try to show
teamwork on your photo, or at least in
your photographic process.
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photo manipulation

Photos should be warm, and slightly
desaturated, bright and contrasted.
Midtones going towards the oranges
(HUE 35), and shadows towards the
purples (HUE 273).
Whites and highlights are a little
exaggerated.
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Stationery
business cards

Inspriration for our business cards came
from John Pasquin’s Santa Clause movie
from 1994. Do you remember Santa’s
business card? Well, there is a tiny
inscription around the card that looks
like a frame.
We did something similar, while writing
words that truly represent our company.
On the other side, the card has a white
background, a large halo on one side,
sitting on a silver “smooth”.
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papers and etc.

This section will definitely grow with the
company.
If you are creating a paper made to
cautch the eye, we recommend using a
large, half halo, with text that fits around
it. See typography’s 1st example for text
hierarchy.
For more formal papers like bills and
contracts, we use a more sober visual:
small main logo, and the Smooth Grey
#3 for text color. Try to keep it simple.
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